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PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS AND RKCIPROCITY

I. PREFERENTIAL TARIFFS

Since 1879 Canada has enacted tariffs based upon the
principle of protection. Tliese tariffs have varied from
time to time, both as to tlie range cf dutiable articles
and the rate of duty imposed, and have all included a
varied and generous free list made up principally of
raw or of partly manufactured materials for use in the
production of finished goods.

The average rate upon dutiable imports has not been
excessive. In 1879 it was 23:4% ; in 1887 285^%;
it reached its highest, 31}^%, in 1889; in 1896 it had
declined to 30«rc, and in ijoj stood at 27.15%. Tl.e
free list has always been large, running from 70% of
the total imports in 1879, to 6i;<; in 1896, and 605? in
1903-

In 1897 the following clause was enacted as section 17
of the tariff act of that year :

" That when the customs
tariff of any country admits the products of Canada
on terms which, on the whole, are as favourable
to Canada as tlie terras of the reciprocal tariff herein
referred to are to the countries to which they apply,
articles, whether the growth, produce or manufacture
of said countries, when imported direct therefrom, may
then be imported direct into Canada or taken out of
warehouse, f^r consumption at the reduced rates of duty
p-ovided in the reciprocal tariff set forth in schedule D."
This was in effect a general reciprocity clause under

which imports from free trade and low tarifl countries
came into the Canadian market at the reduced rates with-



out «ny return advantages to Canadian exports in their
market. In addition thereto, owing to the existence
of the Belgian and German treaties with Great Britain
imports from these countries received the benefits of
the Canadmn reduction without „-iving any return ad-
vantage, to Canadian exports. And, still further, any
countries having most favoured nation clause tieaties
with Great Britain could claim the like favoured en-
trance for their exports to Canada.

This situation was relieved by the denunciation on
the part of Great Britain of the Belgian and German
treatie-s, and, on the part of Canada, by th- repeal of
«ct.on 17 above referred to, an ' the substitution
therefor of a special prefe-.ntial clause applicable to
the British Empire alone. This was done in 1898 and
the preference was fixed at a reduction of 25% of the
general duty. In 1900 the reduction was increased to
3jK ^ at which it still remains. This preference doe,
not apply and is not meant to apply to any but British
countries. It is now operative in respect to the United
Kingdom, Bermuda, British Guiana, tiie British West
Indies, British India, Ceylon, the Sl.aits Settlement,
New Zealand, the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the
Orange River, the Transvaal aud the British terri-
tory of South Rhodesia. The above legislation was
the result of a somewhat prolonged discussion and of
resolutions of intercolonial conferences held in Canada
and London looking to the betterment of trade rela-
tions between the various members of the Empire
The idea met with a ready and hearty response in the
Colonies but was less generally approved in the United
Kingdom, owing first to the existence of certain
favoured nation clause-treaties between it and other
European countries and, secondly, to the fact that its



full practical operation required . modification of theac ep ed pracfce of free trade. The action oCanada ,n .898 .nRranting a preferential treatment ,0
thepro,l„ct, of r.reat Britain, without s.p„,.ui„„ torany return, encouraged ..ud .timulated the fr.end, of
•r .novenient . .rywhere. The result ha, been theadopttou of the p,.,.cip,e by ,no,„ of the colol!::: .^
hefor.nat.on of a very large and influential bodv of

» ntMnen. m .t, favour in the mother country, and the
«tab!„hn,ent of an active propaganda for it, ad ,p,ion

Imperial preference coutemp.ates an arrangement bywncheach British country grants a preference to.
products o every o....r in its markets to such degreeand on snch a.t.cles as it may deem best, and, by thusg.vn.gan advantage to the British expouer over thefore,gn exporter, emphasizes the family relationship
and

=»
-nulates production and trade within andhrougbout the Empire. Each keeps its own absoluteand separate powers of fiscal legislation unhauv.ered by

treat.es and without interference by any othe;,. The-ale of dut,es that for revenue and protective purpose!each deems it wise to enact, is entirely within i's r^
as to amount, ,tems and changes to suit altered con-

r Iv h
' r '' T""""

'""'^ '"'' "^ =""' "o-everthevna be changed, a member of the family, by having'
preference, ,s secured a more favorable position than
the forcguer. Th,s does not preclude and may invite
conference between the several member ,s ,0 the ex!ent and degree of preference to be given and i„ oraer
toeusuregreaterpern,anenc>..and

*idereffect. Inasmuch
as all parts of the- ''ire, except the Un.ted Kingdom!
Lave general tarifl.s, the basis for preference exists on



their side and the preference itaeU ia cojiily made

mutual ai between them.

The United Kingdom which has no general tariff

must, in order that tlie iden of mutual preference may
be completely realized, so far modify her present system

as at least to place a small duty upon certain staple

natural products such as the Colonies produce, such

duties, however, to be remitted in whole or in part as

regards imports from the Colonies. If at any future

time, she were to adopt the protective system generally

the preference could be applied and extended as is now

done by Canada and the other Colonies.

Public sentiment in Canada is undoubtedly over-

whelmingly in favor of the preferential system. As a

theory it was advocated by the leaders of both parties

previous to 1896, and has been supported by both parties

since its enactment in 1898. In the press and on the

platform it receives general commendation and support.

It is true that Canadians and Colonials generally, as

well as Prefereutialists in Great Britain, desire a mutual

preference and do not con^iider the arrangement com-

plete until the mother country puts herself in the fiscal

position to make a return preference to such a degree as

can be done without detriment to her own vast interests.

But they are patient and considerate of what such a

step involves and are content to have it worked out

gradually in both time and e.xtent.

Preference is desired from at least two considerations

:

busine.ss and imperial, and the greater of these is the

latter. At no time in the history of the Empire has

the trend been more strongly and unmistakably in the

direction of unity and closer co-operation. The very

growth and extension of the national Canadian feeling,

which, since confederation, has been so noticeable has.



m«tM<I of making for indepenrl.nce, onl) .treiiKtliened
the fcling of loyalty to the Empire a„,| .timulatcl the
desire to cooperate in it.i development and .hare in its
advantage,. The revelation of our immense and varied
resources, and the pride and confidence in the future
which these inspire, marches side by side with our
better understanding of the resources of our sister
colonies, and both flash thei- irradiating light upon an
imperial future whicli shall posses, the greatneu and
dignity and commanding mission of a wot ' wide con-
federation united under a common flag and with a com-
mon ideal. This Umpire embraces within its bounds
every variety of climate, soil and production, every
element of enterprise and adventure, and every passible
form of growth and development. In it are continent,
and island,, arctic, and tropic, rivers, lakes, sea,
oceans, prairies and mountains, variety of races and
creeds, literatures and philosophy, newness unexplored
and antiquities of the most ancier,., all combined in a
vast imperial inheritance, glorious in memories and
vivid m unrevealed prospects. To hold common citi.
zenship and possew common right, in so vast and
wonderful a confederacy inspire, the heart and fire, the
imagination, and the age of steam and electricity re-
duces all this vastness to a practical sphere of obedient
direction and easy regulation.

Every year in the last quarter of a century has con-
tributed its quota of wider knowledge and better under-
standing and has increased cooperation among the
members of the Empire.

Colonial burdens are shared by the mother country
Imperial burdens are shared by the Colonies and great
inter-Imperial enterprises are shared by both. A, the

7



powers and independence of the Colonies have grown,

the trust and confidence of the mother country have in-

creased. The test of empire has been applied even to

the decisive arbitrament of war, and the great fact es-

tablished that the children of Greater Britain are as

ready to fight in defence of the Empire as the children

of the North Sea Isles have for centuries been to found,

sustain and defend the Colonies.

From this broad and fertile soil of sentiment and

union of effort has sprung the conviction that co-opera-

tion in trade has its part to play as well. All the ele-

ments of interchange exist within the Empire, every

variety of product is found there. The adventurous

sea laves every shore inviting to commercial enterprise

and intercourse. Two values and two profits in produc-

tion and exchange are possible within the Empire itself

for the stuff oi every commercial transaction, and the

profits of carriage as well. Cottons in Africa and Asi-,

wools in Australia and the Cape, wheat in Canada

and India, butter and cheese and meats, tropical fruits

and sugars, tea and coffee, precious stones and metals,

all can be produced in the Empire, finished within the

Empire and exchanged within the Empire, and the

added wealth of all expended therein ; all to the advan-

tage, the progress and the strength of the Empire. The

adventurous progeny of the old lands can firtd preferen-

tial ground suited to them, and though changing from

one clime to another still be retained for the Empire.

The billions of money and the millions of producers

that now go out of the Empire to stimulate production

and build up strength in foreign and hostile countries,

could in great part be kept within the Empire and with

inestimable gain.



These are samples of the consiuerations which form
the hard business basis of imperial preference, and,
from these, details easily fashion themselves in endless
variety, and both go to prove that the business reasons
for preference are not merely selfish and ignoble.
As to the results in a commercial sense of the prefer-

ence, initiatory and one-sided and brief as it has been
in its course, it may be cited statistically that from 1900
when it became practically operative to 1904 the im-
ports into Canada from the United Kingdom have in-
creased from $44,000,000 to $61,700,000 and the ex-
ports from Canada to the United Kingdom from
»96,oo-,ooo in 1900 to $ii/,50o,ooo in 1904. How
much of this increase has been due absolutely to the
preference and how much to the general increase of
trade in that period is a matter of opinion, but that the
preference has tended to increase trade is undoubted.
Figures of trade exchange are, however, not by any
means all or the best indicia of progress. The mutual
interest excited, the greater knowledge diffused, the
feeling of common citizenship aroused and the union
of sentiment and ideal induced, are much more far reach-
ing and powerful, and their influence is enduring and
productive.

2. RECIPROCITY

I now come to the second branch of my subject, re-

ciprocity :

This word has had little or no meaning in Canada
except in relation to the United States. With no other
country, except in a very limited degree with France,
have we ever had a reciprocal treaty, and with few
others have any negotiations been had with a view of
obtaining such a treaty. But with regard to the United
States, reciprocity and the controversies connected with



it have been familiar to Canadians for the last half

century.

In early times reciprocity with the United States was

looked upon as almost essential to anything like com-

mercial prosperity. These were the days when ocean

voyages were long, dangerous, and costly ; when British

markets were distant and returns tardy ; when we were

mainly sellers of staple natural products, chiefly of lum-

ber and fish and live animals ; when we manufactured

little and bought our finished goods mostly from abroad
;

when our transport system was in its infancy and con-

fined mainly to the natural waterways, and when our

Provinces were scattered and disjoined.

To our people the United States markets, owing to

propinquity and large consuming population and diver-

sified manufactures, seemed both for buying and selling,

a necessity. The repeated endeavors of Great Britain

at last succeeded in negotiating the Elgin Treaty, which

went into eSect in 1854, and so remained until, after

denunciation by the United States, it was terminated in

1865.

Thereafter a series of attempts at renewal of the old

Treaty or negotiations for a new one was made by suc-

cessive Canadian Governments, and in some instances

arrangements were practically agreed upon, but in the

end were not ratified by the United States.

These repeated refusals and the sharply effective

answers made by the McKinley and Dingley Tariffs,

which practically prohibited the export of their agricul-

tural and animal products to the United States, cooled

the ardour of Canadians towards reciprocity and threw

them with increased diligence into the cultivation of

their already rapidly expanding trade with Great

Britain.



But other factors have entered into the question. The
Great West of the United States has, since 1850, been
developed with its immense production of cereals and
cattle. Vast transport systems have brought these into

quick and cheap connection with Eastern United States

consumers, and the consequent competition has rendered

these markets less valuable to Canadian farmers.

The impetus given to Canadian industrial life by the

protective system adopted in 1878 has lead to a volume
and diversification of manufactures, which supplies in

part and is destined to supply more fully the home
markets, and this inclines us to bar the way for easy

competition to the increasing and over-abundant manu-
facturing capacity of the United States.

The Canadian transport system has entered upon a

course of rapid and efficient development, and this de-

velopment has taken on an east and west trend, looking

to the stimulation of production throughout the whole
Dominion and the carriage of Canadian products east

and west for distribution, and, as far as exports are con-

cerned, to the upbuilding of national ports.

The area and variety of profitable production has
thus been immeasurably widened, and this, with the

great revelation of natural resources and capabilities,

undreamed of in the olden time, has materially changed
the problem.

Instead of segregated sections, each in close natural

affinity with the great cities of the United States con-

tiguous thereto, there is now a vast and broad belt of

united country, stretching across the Continent, in most
parts well watered, fertile and easily cultivable, in other

parts rich in lumber and minerals, already well served

by parallel trunk lines of railway which are yearly

throwing out their lateral feeders into every eligible



district, and with admirable water communications for

many months in the year.

The increase in production has already been enormous

and this is but the faint promise of future yield. Cities

are springing up, marts of trade and commerce, full of

enterprise and ambition. New thoughts are stirring,

new ideals have been created and new hopes are

cherished. To-day changed conditions and a new out-

look confront aud confound the advocates of old time

reciprocity.

From 1867 till 1904 no election has taken place for

the Federal Parliament in which reciprocity in some

form was not a dominant factor. In 1891 it was practi-

cally the sole issue in the form of unrestricted exchange

of commodities betweeii Canada and the United States,

and involving discrimination against the mother coun-

try. During the Federal elections just closed it was

eithfr not discussed, or if it were, it was by the way of

condemnation rather than of approval. The main issue

of the Grand Trunk Pacific was pressed by the Govern-

ment on the ground that it was needed as a national

road, designed to prevent the commerce of the Canadian

West seeking an outlet through United States routes

and ports. As a live issue it does not exist. I question

if at present it can be galvanized into any decent sem-

blance of activity. The most that is said in its favor is

that if any move is to be made in that direction, it must

come from the government of the United States, that the

rfile of petitioner has been abandoned by Canada, and

that even were an advance so made, the response thereto

should be a very guarded one, and it is doubtful if any

favorable response could be given to any proposition

going beyond the field of natural products. Even as

regards this, the question arises as to whether these



should not be preserved for finishing in Canada, to the

end that their greatest values might be exported, and
that skill and labor either developed within the coun-

try or attracted from abroad, should be employed in

imparting the added values, in distributing and carry-

ing the finished products, and in securing the vast inci-

d:ntal advantages for the enrichment and enlaigement

of our own country.

There is a growing indisposition to set the currents

of trade by hard and fast treaties, lasting for a definite

period and then subject to denunciation by a power
which has different national aims and ambitions. The
hold thus given to the more powerful participator, the

confusion possible from an abrupt closing of the gates,

and the consequent necessity for opening new avenues

of trade at great trouble and expense create a situation

fraught with menace and peril. There is a growing
appreciation, too, that any setting ol the currents of

trade by virtue of tariff preferences between the mem-
bers of the same Empire would be less liable to sudden

change through caprice or hostile interest. The differ-

ences are patent between trusting your fortunes to the

family or to outsiders, however respected and estimable

these may be.

For the limited reciprocity that is possible it would
seem that the better mechanism to be employed would
je for each country to facilitate, by reductions or aboli-

tion of duties, the entry of what it desires from its

neighbor. For instance, if the United States needs our

wheat for its mills it can facilitate the imports by reduc-

ing or abolishing its duty thereon, just as Canada
secures corn for food purposes by making United States

corn free in her market.
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Canada has also a deepening sense of the unfairness

of present tariff legislation under which Canadian
products are debarred by almost prohibitive rates from
entering the United States, whilst over her far lower
tariff United States products are poured into Canada.
The United States, as a market, is becoming ever>'

year less valuable to Canada. Of all agricultural and
animal products which she could sell to the United
States, in the face of severe home competition, she can
sell far more to Great Britain, which has no home sur-

plus to throw into the competition, but where there is

instead a chronic deBciency. Her fish products the
United States must, in a large measure, have for its

enormous population, whilst the great preserves of her
lumber stand to be reeded to an extent which will, by
and by, over-ride duties, owing to growing consumption
combined with diminishing resources in the United
States.

Leaving the field of natural products, the feeling is

growing strongly in Canada, that her prosperity is

wrapped up in peopling her comparatively empty, but
vastly productive stretches, in the diversification and de-
velopment of her industrial life, and that her true policy
is to make up her own and imported raw resources by
the employment of skill, and labor, and capital within
her own borders, and thus increase her population, en-
large her home market, and enrich her people with the
wealth thus produced.

The recent trek cf United States farmers to her fer-

tile fields, and the translation of United States industries

to her towns and cities, with all the employment and pro-
ductioii that results, have set the most ardent free
traders thinking.

The national sentiment has become robust, and if we



are to persist, we feel that we must enter whole heart
edly mto the development and population of our im-
mense areas. A reciprocity which would tend to make
us dependent on the United States for oui manufactured
goods, to draw off our great natural products, to be fin-
ished there; to starve our great lines of railway and
ocean ports, ' as no powerful claims upon a young, vig-
orous and hopeful rkce of nation builders.

In fine our feelings and our afHliations are for the
Empire and thither are we'drawn, ourselves a vast and
vaster coming part thereof.

A few years more and reciprocity as our fathers un-
stood It, will have reached the vanishing point in
Canada.




